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Abstract
Gringotts Wizarding Bank is well known as the only financial institution in all of the Wizarding UK as documented in the works recounting the heroics of Harry Potter. The concentration
of power and wealth in this single bank needs to be weighed against the financial stability of
the entire Wizarding economy. This study will consider the impact to financial risk of breaking
up Gringotts Wizarding Bank into five component pieces, along the lines of the Glass-Steagall
Act in the United States. The emphasis of this work is to calibrate and simulate a model of the
banking and financial systems within Wizarding UK under varying stress test scenarios simulating rumors of Lord Voldemort’s return or the release of magical creatures into an unsuspecting
muggle populace. We conclude by comparing the economic fallout from financial crises under the
two systems: (i) Gringotts Wizarding Bank as a monopoly and (ii) the split-up financial system.
We do this comparison on the level of minimal system-wide capital injections that would be
needed to prevent the financial crisis from surpassing the damage caused by Lord Voldemort.
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Introduction

On May 1, 1998, a trio of teenagers, with the aid of a former goblin employee, successfully broke
into and robbed a vault at Gringotts Wizarding Bank [12]. In this robbery, a priceless artifact –
Helga Hufflepuff’s cup containing a piece of Lord Voldemort’s soul – was stolen and subsequently
destroyed. The current Minister of Magic, Hermione Granger, was one of those teenagers.3
Minister Granger thus knows of the flaws in having a single, monopolistic, financial institution. Having a single bank, without competition, can hinder innovation. In particular, without
competition to drive innovation in, e.g. banking security, the once impenetrable vaults of Gringotts
Wizarding Bank were breached twice in the 1990s. Of course, more than the security concerns, the
importance of a single institution concentrates too much (political) power in too few hands. This
could justify the reasoning that Wizarding UK’s banking laws allow Bellatrix Lestrange to keep
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dangerous artifacts with impunity, and without testing, even after being given a life sentence at
Azkaban. Additionally, the mere appearance of the supreme importance of Gringotts Wizarding
Bank has led the Ministry of Magic to nationalize Gringotts at various times, as recently as 1998
[14]. As Minister Granger is a well-known proponent of the freedom of all magical creatures, the
author of this study has been led to believe that the Minister is in favor of keeping Gringotts under
goblin control. To guarantee this freedom from Ministry control into the future may require reducing the scale of the bank. Finally, with Hermione Granger’s ties to the Muggle World both as a
muggle-born witch and through conversations with the Prime Minister of Great Britain, she would
have seen the dire consequences of financial crises and the proposed regulatory responses.
However, Hermione Granger was always one of the smartest witches or wizards of her generation.
She would not implement any new regulation without thorough study. In particular, since Gringotts
Wizarding Bank is a monopoly, Minister Granger has instructed the author of this paper to study
the financial implications of breaking Gringotts into multiple pieces.4 Even further, Hermione
Granger would remove Gringotts’s power as the central bank and mint, returning such powers to
the public. Each of these pieces of Gringotts would be much weaker than the monopoly that existed
beforehand, and thus the failure of one Baby Goblin5 would have less impact to the Wizarding
World. As a consequence there would be less chance of adverse incentives (such as moral hazard)
from being too-big-to-fail. But, there are potential negative consequences in such a scheme as well.
As the author of this study is a muggle6 and does not have access to magical documents that
have the necessary economic data,7 we will first calibrate a model of the economy in Wizarding UK.
With this we will deduce the value of assets of Gringotts Wizarding Bank. Then we can run stress
testing and mathematical analysis on financial stability with either a single banking institution or
multiple smaller institutions to determine a recommendation to the Ministry of Magic.

2

Modeling the Economics of the Wizarding World

It is well known, even amongst muggles, that the Wizarding economy is run on the Galleon (currency code WZG for Wizarding Galleons). To analyze such an economy, we will want to compare
economics to the muggle world. In 2001, the official exchange rate offered by Gringotts Wizarding Bank was approximately 5.01 GBP/WZG, i.e. 5.01 British Pounds to 1 Wizarding Galleon,
or 7.35 USD/WZG, i.e. 7.35 US Dollars to 1 Wizarding Galleon, using the exchange rate of 1.467
4
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USD/GBP on March 12, 2001 ([1] and which is verified in Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find
Them and Quidditch Through the Ages to give a value of 5.01 GBP/WZG (7.35 USD/WZG) [10]).
As a direct result we can deduce that each Galleon contains at most 0.7648 grams of gold to prevent
arbitrage opportunities (given a gold price of $9.61 per gram on March 12, 2001) [10]. That is,
wizards cannot obtain a risk-free profit by smelting the Galleon for gold, selling that for British
pounds, and trading back into Galleons for more than was originally held.8
However, the official exchange rate of 5.01 GBP/WZG (or 7.35 USD/WZG on March 12, 2001)
does not necessarily tell the whole economic story. As a muggle in the UK cannot purchase any
Wizarding goods, this imposed exchange rate would allow for squibs and muggle-born witches and
wizards to function in the Wizarding World. That is, the official exchange rate is utilized primarily as
good-will via Gringotts and the Ministry of Magic. Gringotts Wizarding Bank, a private institution,
would be agreeable to this arrangement because it has the prominent public role as the central bank
setting monetary policy. This requires immense public trust and, as such, it must occasionally act
in the public interest, and against its own interests, to justify the power it has been given.
To evaluate the true exchange rate via the notion of purchasing power parity, we consider the
price of the Daily Prophet, a Wizarding newspaper. As reported in [13], one newspaper could be
bought for 5 Knuts at wholesale (in Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone) and for 1 Knut at a
subscription price (evidenced in Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix ). We will thus roughly
estimate an exchange rate of $1 per Knut [13]. With 493 Knuts to the Galleon, this implies an
exchange rate, utilizing a Newspaper Index,9 of roughly 493 USD/WZG or 376.90 GBP/WZG in
August 22, 2016 exchange rates [24].
We do not care about the exchange rate between British Pounds and Wizarding Galleons for
its own sake. Instead we care so as to allow for accurate modeling of the Wizarding economy on
the British Isles to both calibrate the size of Gringotts Wizarding Bank and consider the impacts
to financial stability during a financial crisis if Gringotts were to be split up. To deduce the size
of the Wizarding economy we will assume that the percentage of Gross Domestic Product [GDP]
used for education in Wizarding UK is comparable to that in (Muggle) UK. As Hogwarts School for
Witchcraft and Wizardry is the only government-sanctioned school in all of Wizarding UK [20],10
and as the entirety of student tuition is covered by the Ministry of Magic [21], if we deduce the cost
8
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of attending Hogwarts we can find an estimate for the size of the economy in Wizarding UK.
As described in [16], “Hogwarts is considered to be one of the finest magical institutions in
the Wizarding World.” And as a boarding school, we can thus compare the tuition to other elite
boarding schools in the UK. For British students in the 2016-2017 school year, these elite boarding
schools cost between £35,000/year and £40,000/year in the UK [6, 5, 18].11 Taking the midpoint,
we will assume a total cost of roughly £37,500/year for each student. At the official exchange
rate, the headline price of Hogwarts is 7,500 Galleons/year. We utilize the official exchange rate
since the Ministry of Magic pays the full cost of Hogwarts tuition for young witches and wizards
[21]. As such, the price given would likely be with respect to the official exchange rate so as to
keep up the pretense that a fair exchange rate has been provided. This leads to a true cost of 7,500
Galleons (£2,520,375, $3,697,500) after adjusting for purchasing power via our Newspaper Index. As
Hogwarts ostensibly lasts 7 years, without any increases in tuition, this would cost 52,500 Galleons
(£17,642,625, $25,882,500) for a complete magical education. While these are incredible tuition
costs, recall that the tuition at Hogwarts is paid entirely by the Ministry of Magic [21] and thus
available to all qualified young witches and wizards.
As reported in [11], there are roughly 1,000 students per year who attend Hogwarts School
for Witchcraft and Wizardry. With our tuition costs from above, this leads to 7,500,000 Galleons
(£2,520,375,000, $3,697,500,000) in revenue from tuition per year for Hogwarts. And as Hogwarts
is the sole government-sanctioned school in Wizarding UK [20] this cost is approximately going to
be the entirety of the education budget for the Ministry of Magic.12 Assuming similar profile to
Muggle UK, the education budget is roughly 4.4% of GDP [23], this leads to a Wizarding UK GDP
of 170,454,545 Galleons (£57,281,249,847, $84,034,090,685). With approximately 10,000 wizards in
all of the UK and Ireland [7], this leads to an estimate of 17,045.45 Galleons (£5,728,123, $8,403,407)
GDP per capita for Wizarding UK.13
Finally, we can deduce the wealth and size of Gringotts Wizarding Bank. As the sole bank in all
of Wizarding UK, as well as acting as the central bank for the Ministry of Magic, Gringotts would
be of staggering size in relation to its economy. To deduce this size, we will compare Gringotts
Wizarding Bank to the size of the entire UK banking sector from a historical perspective. In
particular, before the rapid growth in the UK banking sector beginning in the 1970s, the financial
11
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sector in the United Kingdom had assets of approximately 100% of of GDP [3]. Assuming the
banking sector in Wizarding UK is of similar size, this leads us to conclude that Gringotts Wizarding
Bank has assets of 170,454,545 Galleons (£57,281,249,847, $84,034,090,685).14,15
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The Impact to Financial Stability from Splitting Up Gringotts

With the immense size of Gringotts with assets totaling 100% of GDP, and with the vast scope of
its operations, we will consider the implications of splitting it into 5 pieces. Each so-called Baby
Goblin bank will take a fraction of the assets and comprise some part of the banking sector.16 A
quick summary of these five banks is as follows:
(i) Bank of Gringotts [BofG]: This institution retains the role as a central bank for the Wizarding
UK, and in such a position acts similarly to the Bank of England in the UK or the Federal Reserve
Bank in the US. The Bank of Gringotts retains the Gringotts name as the author feels this will
give the most prestige to the founder Gringott. A noninclusive list of all its responsibilities
include: issuing banknotes, setting and maintaining the official exchange rate with Muggles,
converting currency at that exchange rate, setting interest rate policy, and banking supervision.
Due to the high possibility of a conflict of interests, the BofG will not act as a depository or
investment bank for witches, wizards, or their businesses.
(ii) Keeper Wizarding Bank [KWB]: This institution retains the roles of a commercial and retail
bank. The Keeper Wizarding Bank would act as the depository institution for most witches,
wizards, and small businesses. It will run the current Gringotts vaults as well as give the savings
accounts and loans (e.g., mortgages and small business loans) that are traditionally handled by
banks and credit unions. The KWB would provide simple banking in a low-risk and low-reward
environment.
(iii) Seeker Wizarding Bank [SWB]: This institution retains the role of an investment bank. The
Seeker Wizarding Bank would act as an issuer of financial securities, raising of capital on behalf
of corporations, and facilitating mergers and acquisitions. The SWB will additionally act as a
market maker and trade various securities itself. The SWB will keep larger corporations fully
capitalized, and provide higher returns for investors (though with the requisite larger risks to
compensate).
(iv) Chaser Wizarding Fund [CWF]: This institution retains the role of a hedge fund. The
Chaser Wizarding Fund would pool investments made by witches and wizards into a complex
14
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portfolio. It will be highly levered (i.e., the CWF will invest with borrowed Galleons) and thus
extremely risky, but in exchange can provide very high returns. The positions the CWF takes
can be long (purchasing assets) or short (selling assets) in order to hedge market risk.
(v) Beater Wizarding Insurance Group [BWIG]: This institution retains the role of an insurance company. The Beater Wizarding Insurance Group would provide the typical range
of insurance options for witches and wizards. This includes property insurance (for example
homeowners insurance), life insurance, and transportation insurance (be it via apparition, Floo
network, portkey, broom, or enchanted flying automobile). The BWIG also provides insurance
for the other Baby Goblins, for instance default insurance.
In describing the financial system we will additionally consider the 10,000 witches and wizards in Wizard-

KWB

ing UK as well as the Ministry of Magic itself. These
will be added to our system as an aggregated node,
which we will call society for lack of a better term.

CWF

BWIG

BofG

The societal node will be connected to all the Baby
SWB

Goblins (except the Bank of Gringotts) as citizens and

the Ministry of Magic will have financial liabilities or Figure 3.1: Network of interbank liabilities between the Baby Goblins.

Does not include

deposits with each institution. The connections be- the Ministry of Magic or Wizarding society at
tween the Baby Goblins are displayed in Figure 3.1.

large.

By dividing Gringotts Wizarding Bank into the five component institutions previous intrabank
obligations become interbank liabilities. In particular, due to the separation of the institutions, the
Baby Goblins will not implicitly bail each other out in times of failures. However, having the map
of interbank liabilities is insufficient to fully describe our system. As we have split up Gringotts
Wizarding Bank into 5 pieces based on their function, they need not have equal size.
The Bank of Gringotts, being the central bank, will likely have assets similar in size to the Bank
of England on average. Historically from 1696 to 2014, the Bank of England has held 11% of nominal
GDP in total assets [2]. Thus we will assume that the BofG will hold 11% of Wizarding GDP as
assets. As a simplification, we will assume that the other four institutions split the remaining
89% of assets equally amongst themselves. The size of nominal interbank liabilities is displayed in
Table 3.1. As we split the assets equally amongst the 4 private banks, we will similarly split the
total 60% of nominal GDP in obligations to society.17 ,18
17
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PP
To
PP
Society
PP
From
PP
P

BofG

KWB

SWB

CWF

BWIG

Assets
BofG
KWB
SWB
CWF
BWIG

11
*
2
2
*
2

22.25
7.5
*
*
5
5

22.25
5
*
*
*
5

22.25
*
3
*
*
5

22.25
7.5
7.5
5
5
*

*
*
15
15
15
15

Table 3.1: Summary of assets and liabilities; the numbers denote the amount that the “row institution” owes
to the “column institution” as a % of GDP.

We now wish to compare these
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[19] which includes drawdowns conditional on bankruptcy (i.e. bankruptcy
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Figure 3.2: The impact of bankruptcy costs on total capital in-

the minimal amount of Galleons to be jections imposed on the system. Solid lines indicate the 5-bank
system; dashed lines indicate the status quo system with the sin-

provided to the banks by the Ministry gular Gringotts Wizarding Bank.
of Magic “today” in order to compen-

sate for the risk of a crisis “tomorrow” (henceforth called the minimal cost of capital injections)
defined via the efficient allocation rules in [8]. By considering the minimal cost of capital injections
rather than the full risk measures we can more easily compare the results of our stress testing of the
full system.19 To aggregate the impact to society, we consider losses caused by defaulting banks;
this is caused by both unpaid liabilities to society and negative equity to the Bank of Gringotts (in
the split-up case) or Gringotts Wizarding Bank (under the status quo scenario). We consider three
criteria that may be used to determine the size and composition of the necessary capital injections:
so that the expected losses to the Wizarding economy in the worst 1% (5% or 10% respectively) of
cases are no worse than 1% of GDP (i.e., 1,704,545.45 Galleons (£572,812,498, $840,340,907)).
19
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To consider stressing the system,

Impact of Correlation of Banking Assets to Capital Injections
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Figure 3.3: The impact of asset correlations on total capital inalike attempt to withdraw hard assets
jections given to the system. Solid lines indicate the 5-bank system; dashed lines indicate the status quo system with the singular such as golden Galleons. This would
Gringotts Wizarding Bank.

precipitate a firesale and thus a drop
in banking asset values.20 As we can split the assets amongst the Baby Goblins in different ways,21
we will consider the case in which bank asset correlations may vary.22 Similarly, though we know
that muggles finding out about the Wizarding World or rumors of Lord Voldemort’s return would
cause a financial crisis, the strength of those threats could vary significantly; as such we will also
consider the case in which the shock sizes are varied.23
As expected, as drawdowns or stress increases so does system stability in each of the three
rules we consider under both the status quo and split up scenarios (see Figures 3.2 and 3.4 respectively). By varying the bankruptcy costs only, the capital injections for the status quo monopolistic case with only Gringotts Wizarding Bank requires between approximately 41,000,000 Galleons
(£13,778,050,000, $20,213,000,000) and 58,000,000 Galleons (£19,490,900,000, $28,594,000,000) less
than the split up case with the Baby Goblins. While changing the crisis level, in the most extreme
case the status quo requires approximately 61,000,000 Galleons (£20,499,050,000, $30,073,000,000)
less in capital injections than the Baby Goblins would. Interestingly, increasing asset correlation,
while decreasing stability for Gringotts Wizarding Bank appears to increase stability for the system
of Baby Goblins (see Figure 3.3). Though here too the status quo saves between approximately
20
All stresses are mathematically defined via beta distributed random variables multiplied by the asset values;
correlations are included through the use of Gaussian copulas.
21
To deduce the wealth of Gringotts Wizarding Bank, we assume the same stresses as the Baby Goblins and then
take the summation to recreate the merged institution.
22
The results are displayed in Figure 3.3 under 10% bankruptcy costs and a 27% (average) drop in asset values.
23
The results are displayed in Figure 3.4 under 10% bankruptcy costs and a 25% correlation of assets.
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24,000,000 Galleons (£8,065,200,000, $11,832,000,000) and 69,000,000 Galleons (£23,187,450,000,
$34,017,000,000) in capital injections over the Baby Goblins. What is very noticeable in each of
the considered scenarios is that the status quo, in which Gringotts Wizarding Bank is kept whole,
produces lower risk levels than the split up case with 5 Baby Goblins.
In fact, this can be shown to be
Impact of Average Crisis Level to Capital Injections

the case in any situation we wish to
consider.

60
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It is proven in [19] that,
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centive for mergers if there are failures in the system.24 That is, during a financial crisis, after splitting
up Gringotts Wizarding Bank, the
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tem; dashed lines indicate the status quo system with the singular
Gringotts Wizarding Bank.

ing Bank would increase the potential
for systemic crises.

4

Conclusion

We calibrated a model of the Wizarding economy in late 2016 in order to determine the risks posed
by the too-big-to-fail Gringotts Wizarding Bank. This allowed us to consider the counterfactual
scenario in which this systemically important financial institution has been broken up into five
component pieces, each taking a piece of the financial business. Under varying stress scenarios, we
considered the impact to the Wizarding economy that splitting up Gringotts Wizarding Bank would
have. This allows us to determine the comparative impact that breaking up the bank would have on
economic and financial stability. The conclusion of this author is that, under the model presented in
[19], the status quo promotes economic wellbeing and reduces financial risk. However, there may be
other political and economic reasons, such as promoting innovation and reducing adverse incentives
(e.g. moral hazard), which might overwhelm the financial stability results presented herein.
24
This was seen during the 2008 financial crisis when Bear Stearns was bought by JP Morgan Chase or Merrill
Lynch by Bank of America.
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